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Language, regular expression, automaton

Formal languages, their expressive power, utility, properties

Language: set of symbols; alphabet; universal language Σ*

Regular Languages

Regular Expressions Finite Automata
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Chomsky hierarchy

Type Grammar Automata Parsing

3 Regular DFA Linear time

2 Context-free (cfg) NPDA Polynomial time

1
Context-sensitive 
(csg)

LBA Exponential time

0
Recursively 
enumerable

Turing machine Undecidable
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Formal languages in practice

Programming languages: cfg (arithmetic expressions etc.), 
csg (C), parsers

Human languages: debated characterization; methods 
sometimes beyond csg, often regular approximations 
(shallow parsing); research

Regular: fast, allows comparison of grammars (not so with 
others), data base access (retrieval time) independent of the 
size of the DB, size of automata at least 107 states – real-life 
problems modeled; finite state calculus; compact storage, 
good size compression
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Finite State notions
Finite state automata (FSA)

Finite state transducers (FST)

Algorithms

Regular expressions (RE)

Semirings

Weighted FSA, FST (WFSA, WFST, WFA); WRE

Symbol classes

Weighted multi-tape finite state automata (WMTA, WFSA)

Algorithms

Multi-tape automata with symbol classes: Relations among tapes 
(MASCIN) 

Weighted regular expressions (WRE)
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Some FS Application Areas…

Lexical analysis in compilers of programming languages (lex
(AT&T), flex, Syntax [INRIA] etc.)

Morphological analysis and part of speech tagging of natural 
languages

German compound analysis

Image compression and manipulation

Computer virus hunting

Applied biology
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… and Applications (cont.)

Acronym extraction (data mining)

Bi-language text alignment for automated terminology 
extraction and translation
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Einstein’s puzzle
1. The Englishman lives in the red house.

2. The Swede keeps dogs.

3. The Dane drinks tea.

4. The green house is just to the left of the 
whitewhitewhite one.

5. The owner of the green house drinks 
coffee.

6. The Pall Mall smoker keeps birds.

7. The owner of the yellow house smokes 
Dunhills.

8. The man in the center house drinks milk.

9. The Norwegian lives in the first house.

10. The Blend smoker has a neighbor who 
keeps cats.

11. The man who smokes Blue Masters drinks 
beer.

12. The man who keeps horses lives next to the 
Dunhill smoker.

13. The German smokes Prince.

14. The Norwegian lives next to the blue house.

15. The Blend smoker has a neighbor who 
drinks water.

The question to be answered is: Who keeps 
fish?
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Einstein’s puzzle (cont.)

55 possibilities for a single house; almost (55)5 (exa-…)  for the 
five houses: way too much for trial and error.

Solution with finite state automata (Lauri Karttunen): constraint 
satisfaction using partial information (the 15 conditions 
reworded into some appropriate finite state language)

ANY, OTHER, $=[?* A ?*], & , ~, 

[ see on-line demo solution NOW, using xfst ]
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Weighted Finite State Automata

Weighted Finite-State Automata

informal introduction, examples, …
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Weighted Finite-State Automata

Reminder: finite-state transducers (FSTs)

Weighted finite state transducers  (WFSTs)

Semirings and weights
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Finite-State Transducer (FST)

state

arc

label (symbol pair)

initial state

final state

a:x
1 2 3

a:x

b:y

c:z

d
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Lexical FST

1 32

4

9

10

11

12

5

13

7

6

8

14

12

f l

+Noun:0

y

y:i

0:e

+Sg:0

+Noun:0

+Verb:0

+Verb:0
+3sg:0

+Pl:0

+Inf:0

0:s
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Finite-State Transducers
Lookup (analysis)

match input word against lower (right) side of character pairs
fly → fly+Noun+Sg and fly+Verb+Inf
flies → fly+Noun+Pl and fly+Verb+3sg

Lookdown (word form generation)

match input string against upper (left) side of labels
fly+Noun+Pl → flies
fly+Verb+Inf → fly
etc.
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Weighted Transducer (WFST)

state

arc

label with weight

initial state

final state with 
weight

1

3/w3

a:x/w
1 2 3/w5

a:x/w1

b:y/w2

c:z/w3

d/w4
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Weighted Finite State Transducers (WFST)

Lookup with a WFST:

Input string is matched
Output string is generated along every accepting path
Weights of all arcs and of the final state “collected” along those 
paths
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What are weights ?

A weighted transducer is defined over an algebraic structure 
S, called a semiring.  

(Note some authors do not require identity elements: group, semigroup; 
ring, semiring. A monoid is a semigroup with an identity element.)

Weights of a WFST are elements of the semiring.

The choice of the semiring depends on the application and 
on the interpretation of the weights
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Semiring : Definition

semiring S = ( K, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1 )

K  = a set
⊕ = Collection operation ("addition")
⊗ = Extension operation ("multiplication")
0 = Identity element for collection
1 = Identity element for extension
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Semiring : Definition (cont.)

properties

∀a,b ∈ K :  a ⊕ b ∈ K
∀a,b ∈ K :  a ⊗ b ∈ K
∀x ∈ K :  x ⊕ 0 = 0 ⊕ x  =  x  
∀x ∈ K :  x ⊗ 1 =  1 ⊗ x  =  x 
∀x ∈ K :  x ⊗ 0 =  0 ⊗ x  =  0
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Semiring: Examples

( B, v , ∧ , FALSE , TRUE ) 

Boolean semiring with B = {FALSE, TRUE}
e.g. for modeling non-weighted FSTs

( ℕ, +, x , 0, 1) 

Natural semiring (integers with usual addition and multiplication)
( ℝ+, +, x, 0, 1 ) 

Real semiring (positive reals with usual addition and multiplication)
e.g. for modeling probability calculation

( ℝ+ ∪ {∞}, min, +, ∞, 0 ) 

A tropical semiring 
e.g. for modeling negative log-probabilities (e.g. Viterbi approximation)
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Semiring: Operations on Weights

⊗ extension (semiring-multiplication) 

- along a path :

wpath = warc1 ⊗ warc2 ⊗ …. ⊗ warc n ⊗ wfinal state 

⊕ collection (semiring-addition)

- among different paths :

wword = wpath1 ⊕ wpath2 ⊕ …. ⊕ wpath n
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Weights and Semiring (Example 1)

WFST over (ℝ+, +, x, 0, 1 )

⊕ (collection)  = +
⊗ (extension) = x

"ab" produces "xy" with the weight 

( 2 ⊗ 3 ⊗ 3 ) ⊕ ( 2 ⊗ 2 ⊗ 3 ⊗ 2 )
= (2 x 3 x 3) + (2 x 2 x 3 x 2) = 18 + 24 = 42 

10 2/3
/2a:x /3b:y

6 /25 /3b:y/2a:x
4

/2ε:ε
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Weights and Semiring (Example 2)

WFST over (ℝ+ ∪ {∞}, min, +, ∞ , 0 )

⊕ (collection) = min
⊗ (extension) = +

"ab" produces "xy" with the weight 

( 2 ⊗ 3 ⊗ 3 ) ⊕ ( 2 ⊗ 2 ⊗ 3 ⊗ 2 )
= min( ( 2 + 3 + 3 ), (2 + 2 + 3 + 2 ) = min(8,9) = 8

10 2/3
/2a:x /3b:y

6 /25 /3b:y/2a:x
4

/2ε:ε
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Lexical WFST (1)

1 32

4

9

10

11

12

5

13

7

6/3

8/2

14/2

12/1

f/1 l/1

+Noun:0/1

y/2

y:i/1

0:e/1

+Sg:0/1

+Noun:0/1

+Verb:0/2

+Verb:0/2
+3sg:0/1

+Pl:0/1

+Inf:0/1

0:s/1
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Lexical WFST (2) 

WFST over (ℝ+∪ {∞}, min, +, ∞ , 0 )

input "flies" produces "fly+Noun+Pl" with the weight 1
input "flies" produces "fly+Verb+3sg" with the weight 4
input "fly" produces "fly+Noun+Sg" with the weight 6
input "fly" produces "fly+Verb+Inf" with the weight 8
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Weighted-Finite State Compiler

WFSC

Compatible with non-weighted finite-state toolkit (xfst)
On-line demo of a previous example NOW (using wfsc)
More demo available soon at  http://www.xrce.xerox.com, 
http://www.xrce.xerox.com/competencies/content-analysis/homepage.en.html

f l y <2> 

[ %Noun:0 %Sg:0 <3> | %Verb:0 <2> %Inf:0 <2> ] |

f l y:i 0:e 0:s 

[ %Noun:0 %Pl:0 | %Verb:0 <2> %3sg:0 <2> ] ;

http://www.xrce.xerox.com/
http://www.xrce.xerox.com/competencies/content-analysis/homepage.en.html
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WMTA Definitions and Notations

Weighted Multi-Tape Automata (WMTA):

is a finite alphabet,
is a finite set of states,

is the set of initial states,
is the set of final states,

is the arity (i.e. the number of tapes),
is the finite set of n-tape transitions,

is the semiring of weights.
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Basic operations

We define the following basic operations over WMTAs:

Pairing
Concatenation
Cross-product
Projection
Complementary projection
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Auto-Intersection (definition)

We define the auto-intersection of a relation        on the 
tapes j and k as the subset of 

that contains all       with equal      and     :

The weight of any                           is not modified. 

For example:
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Auto-Intersection (if non-regular)
Like intersection of transducers, auto-intersection of regular 
n-tape relation is not necessarily regular.

For example:

is not regular because xk y zk is not regular.

How to know? Use the pumping lemma. 
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Introduction to Symbol Classes

Extended regular expressions; extended automata

Xfst: OTHER and ANY extensions to handle infinite
alphabets 

ANY (identity relation in a RE): ?

OTHER (special symbol in an automaton denoting 
every symbol not in the alphabet): ? (misleading wrt. 
ANY)

?:? Mapping any symbol to any symbol incl. itself

a:A
b:B
…
z:Z

?

Uppercase-lowercase conversion filter
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Extended Alphabet versus Symbol Classes

Automaton with extended 
alphabet (? symbol) (xfst)

Automaton with symbol classes
(MASC, wfsc): {a,b} denoted as [ab]

cofinite set [^cde]      [] [^]

c d
?

a

b

a

a
b

c

c

d

d

b

?

?

[ab]

[^ab] [^acd]

[^]
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Relations among tapes (MASCIN)

Multi-tape automata with 
symbol classes, identities and 
non-identitites (MASCIN)

Example – what is it good for?

( ?:?:?:?:K{1=2=3=4}<1> |

?:0:?:"@":D{1=3}<2> |

0:?:"@":?:I{2=4} <2> )*

1st, 2nd input tapes; 3, 4, 5 output 
tapes.
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Join, MASCIN example cont.

Now on-line demo of the previous example, with the use of the 
join multi-tape operation.
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Acronym extraction

Acronym extraction
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German Compound Analysis with wfsc

Anne Schiller, XRCE
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Content (German Compound)

German Compounding

rules, examples, statistics, …

Compound Analysis with WFSC

experiment and results
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Part 1

German Compounding

rules, examples, statistics, …

Compound Analysis with WFSC

experiment and results
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German Compounds (1)

Productive word formation 

Buchseite (book - page)
Trinkglas (drink - glass)
Großstadt (big - town)
grasgrün (grass - green)
Goethestück (Goethe - piece)

Head words: nouns, adjectives 

Modifiers: nouns, proper names, adjectives, verbs, …
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German Compounds (2)

Donau· dampf · schiff· fahrts· gesellschafts· kapitäns· witwen· geld· auszahlungs· stelle
(Danube - steam - ship - journey - society - captain - widow - money - paying - office)

multiple compounding
Weingärtner (wine-grower)
Weingärtnergenossenschaft (… cooperative)
Weingärtnergenossenschaftsvorstand (… board)
Weingärtnergenossenschaftsvorstandsvorsitzender (… president)
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Examples: long compounds

More examples from text corpora:
Betäubungs·mittel·beschaffungs·kriminalität

Bundes·schienen·personen·fern·verkehrs·gesetz

Informations·verarbeitungs·geschwindigkeit

Sonder·bedarfs·bundes·ergänzungs·zuweisungen

Umwelt·verträglichkeits·prüfungs·richtlinie

Fern·straßen·bau·privat·finanzierungs·gesetzes

Staats·angehörigkeits·referenten·besprechung

Verwaltungs·kosten·erstattungs·vereinbarungen

Normal·gewebe·komplikations·wahrscheinlichkeiten

Verkehrs·infrastruktur·finanzierungs·gesellschaft
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0

200,000

400,000

600,000

800,000

1,000,000

simple 8,562,849 8,225,674 143,006 194,169

compound 486,392 181,187 80,331 224,874

unknown 240,069 124,029 36,798 79,242

TOTAL freq>10 freq 5..10 freq<5

Corpus Statistics: Tokens

Corpus:
"Der Spiegel"

Total: 
9,289,3109,289,310 tokens
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0

20,000

40,000

60,000

80,000

100,000

120,000

140,000

160,000

180,000

200,000

simple 181,306 33,743 20,599 126,964

compound 180,376 6,795 11,958 161,623

unknown 62,128 3,457 5,486 53,185

TOTAL freq>10 freq 5..10 freq<5

Corpus Statistics : Types
Corpus: 

"Der Spiegel"
Total:  

423,810 423,810 types
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0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

unknow n 2.58% 14.66%

compound 5.24% 42.56%

simple 92.18% 42.78%

TOKENS TYPES

Tokens vs. Types
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http://www.xerox.de

Farbdrucker

Zusatzfunktionen

Schwarzweißkopierer

Multifunktionssysteme

Endverarbeitungsgeräte

Farbdigitaldruckmaschinen

…
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

unknown 9.31% 11.11%

compound 12.91% 19.32%

simple 77.78% 69.57%

Tokens Types

333 tokens
207 types

http://www.xerox.de/
http://www.xerox.de/
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Compounds Construction : xfst (1)

Cyclic Automaton:

Modifier
Head
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Compound Construction : xfst (2)

Few morphophonological rules for combinations

e.g. no linking "s" after vowel
Schiffs·ladung, *Autos·ladung (ship - load, car -load)

No semantic restrictions for combinations

e.g. the following compounds are morphologically well-formed
Buch·dampf·vorstand (book - steam - president)
Trink·blau·schiff (drink - blue - ship )

unlimited number of combinations
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Compound Segmentation

Unique segmentation

Arbeits·zeit·verkürzung (work - time - reduction)
Oversegmentation

Hochzeit (wedding) vs. Hoch·zeit (high time)
Verbraucher (consumer) vs. Verb·raucher (verb - smoker)

Ambiguous segmentation

Stau·becken (dam reservoir) vs. Staub·ecken (dust corners)
Haus·tier (house animal) vs. Hau·stier (hit bull)

no clear delimitation of "real ambiguities" and "nonsense segmentations"
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Compound Analysis (1)

Ambiguous Segments

Auto·konzept
Auto+Noun+Neut # Konzept+Noun+Neut (car - concept)
auto+Pref # Konzept+Noun+Neut (self - concept)

Rechen·maschine
rechnen+Verb # Maschine+Noun+Fem (calculate -

machine)
Rechen+Noun+Masc # Maschine+Noun+Fem (rake - machine)
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Compound Analysis (2)

Ambiguity with derivational affixes

Suffix -schaft (-ship) vs. Schaft+Noun+Masc (shaft)
Mannschaft → Mann#Schaft

Suffix -ion (-ion) vs. Ion+Noun+Neut (ion) 
Formation → Format#Ion

Suffix -ei (-ing)  vs. Ei+Noun+Neut (egg)
Spielerei → Spieler#Ei

→ cf. oversegmentation
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Examples: multiple segmentations

Landwirtschaftsinteressen (120 analyses)

Landwirtschaft+Noun#Interesse+Noun
landen+verb#Wirt+Noun#Schaft+Noun#inter+Pref#Essen+Noun
…

Trommeleinbauwerkzeugen (113 analyses)

Trommel+Noun#Einbau+Noun#Werkzeug+Noun
trommeln+Verb#ein+Num#Bau+Noun#Werk+Noun#Zeuge+Noun
…
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Ambiguity of compounds

Analysis of 151,222 compounds (types)

from the German magazine "Der Spiegel"

analyzed by German morphological analyzer (FST)
semi-automatically normalized and typos corrected
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Compound Analysis (1)

0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

60000

70000

80000

types

number of analyses per word

>=30 chars 32 24 15 9 4 33

<30 chars 526 414 160 110 45 198

<25 chars 5216 3264 1455 1031 367 1299

<20 chars 67518 42746 10411 8516 1972 5857

1 2 3 4 5 >5

longest compound:
40 characters
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Compound Analysis (2)
Compound ambiguity

48%

31%

8%

6%
2% 5%

1 analysis

2 analyses

3 analyses

4 analyses

5 analyses

more than 5 analyses

most ambiguous compound:
55 analyses
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Part 2 (German Compound)

German Compounding

rules, examples, statistics, …

Compound Analysis with WFSC

experiment and results
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Compound analysis with wfsc

Goal: 

reduce ambiguity of compound analysis

Resources

finite-state morphological analyser (xfst)
compound lists for test and training
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Test and Training Data

Lists of compounds (types)

extracted from different text sources (mainly newspapers) 
semi-automatically normalized and typos corrected
manually disambiguated (1 segmentation per compound)
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Test and Training Data

test data :

MED medical texts (from "Muchmore" project) 26,196

NZZ "Neue Zürcher Zeitung" (daily; year 1994) 30,895

training data:

LNG various sources (law, newspapers, manuals, …) 37,362

SPG "Der Spiegel" (weekly; years 1994 and 1995) 151,222

texts are independent, but extracted lists are not fully disjunctive:
test corpus NZZ shares 5054 compounds (~16.3%) with training corpus SPG
test corpus MED shares 4880 compounds (~18.6%) with training corpus SPG
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Lexical WFSTs

derived from (non-weighted) analyzer FST

cover ALL compounds in training and test lists

(with all lexical ambiguities)
include weights for each compound segment

vary weights according to segment frequency in training 
corpus
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Weights

Semiring: "realpos_sum_times"  ( ℝ+, +, x, 0, 1 )

WFST without weights (equivalent to FST)

WFST with equal weights for segments

WFST with segment weights from corpus "LNG"

WFST with segment weights from corpus "SPG"
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Equal weights

Equal weights:

Goal: higher number of segments → lower overall weight
w = 0.5 for every segment
n segments → wpath= 0.5n

lex srf w(lex:srf)
Auto+Noun+Neut+Sg# auto 0.5

auto+Pref# auto 0.5

Autobahn+Noun+Fem+Sg# autobahn 0.5
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Weights from training corpus (1)

default weight per segment : 0.5

additional weight from corpus : 0 .. 0.2

preference for minimal segment number (0.7 * 0.7 = 0.49 < 0.5)
w(lex:srf) = 0.5 + freq(lex:srf)/( freq(:srf) + 1)/5

lex srf f(lex:srf) weight

Mittel+Noun+Neut+Sg# mittel 20 0.5+ 20/26/5= 0.65

mittel+Pref# mittel 5 0.5+  5/26/5= 0.54

mitteln+Verb# mittel 0 0.5+  0/26/5= 0.5

Σ = 25
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Weights from training corpus (2)

lex srf weight from 
LNG

weight from 
SPG

Auto+Noun+Neut+Sg# auto 0.69412 0.68758

auto+Pref# auto 0.50000 0.51180

Autobahn+Noun+Fem+Sg# autobahn 0.68750 0.69608
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Compound Analysis Evaluation
Test:

for every compound take results with best score (i.e. highest weight)
for ambiguous results, randomly take one line
compare to manually disambiguated corpus

Test on 2 types of text: 

newspaper (NZZ) – similar to training texts
medical text (MED) – different text type

baseline: results of (non-weighted) FST
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Overall Results

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

baseline FST 65.1% 71.2%
wFST - equal weights 83.0% 78.4%
wFST - weights from LNG 98.5% 93.7%
wFST - weights from SPG 98.4% 97.1%

test on NZZ test on MED
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Conclusions (German compounding)

A rather simple model produces good results

simple weights based on segment frequency in training corpus
no contextual probabilities
text type independent if training corpus is big enough

good results may be due to properties of German compounds
should be checked for other languages !
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… more languages
Compounds
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Image processing with WFST

Addressing individual pixels by quadtrees. If n*n pixels (n=2m),

m digit number (0-3 each digit) to address a pixel 

Example 512*512 pixels, a quadtree address: 300002312 

3311

00 22

01

2002

10

2303

12

13

21

32

31

300

0

1

2

3
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Image compression with WFSA

Tested: Ascii bitmap image, 512*512 pixels, 256 different 
gray values

9-digit quadtree addresses (000000000(4) , ... 333333333(4))

Whole image encoded, then approximation by similar parts, 
using badness function
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Hierarchy of Pixel Vectors

The vector V9 on the lowest level contains all original pixels, in the order of their 9-
digit quadtree addresses (000000000(4), ... 333333333(4)). 

The average value of the weight of the 1st four pixels gives the 1st pixel in the vector 
V8 one level higher, the next four pixels of V9 give the 2nd pixel of V8, etc. Vector V8
represents a 256*256 (lower-resolution) version of the original image. Decreasing 
the resolution of V8 in the same way leads to V7, etc., until we reach V0 which 
consists of a single pixel with the average gray value of the whole image.

This hierarchy of pixel vectors encodes the same image at different resolutions from 
40 to 49 (=512*512) pixels. To obtain the pixel vector of any quad-square area of any 
size and resolution, we take some continuous pixel sequence from the appropriate 
vector. 

For example, the right-top quarter (#3) of the right-bottom quarter (#2) of the whole 
image (address 23) at resolution 48, is taken from V it starts at position       

2*4(8-1)+3*4(8-2) and has a length of 4(8-2) .
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Approximation

The average grayness of an image quadrant can be approximated on the 
next (upper) level and so on. Linear combination of some other nodes 
image quadrants.

Approximation algorithms using a badness function. Based on Least 
Square Fitting.

For each node we chose base on the smallest badness value:

1. approximation by linear combination,

2. deleting its children and using a single gray value for all of them, or

3. keeping the existing partitioning (into child-quadrants, etc.).

In each case:  badness = sqr_error_sum * penalty_coeff + memory_cost
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Image quality

Image quality measure for relative comparison: peak signal-to-noise-
reconstructed image PSNR

http://bmrc.berkeley.edu/courseware/cs294/fall97/assignment/psnr.html

http://bmrc.berkeley.edu/courseware/cs294/fall97/assignment/psnr.html
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Image compression example 1.1
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Image compression example 1.2
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Term alignment BEGIN
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Asymmetric Term Alignment with Selective 
Contiguity Constraints by Multi-Tape Automata

Mădălina Barbaiani1,2, Nicola Cancedda1, Chris Dance1, 
Szilárd Fazekas1,2, Tamás Gaál1, Éric Gaussier1,3

1Xerox Research Centre Europe, Grenoble, France
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Purpose: term/word alignment

Translation: need for specialized bilingual terminologies

Multilingual terminology extraction methods proposed by van der Eijk, 
Dagan & Church, Gaussier & al., Déjean & al., Hull (1997, 2005)

Difference: our asymmetric method does not require morphological 
analysis and part-of-speech tagging on the target side

Word alignment is essential in Machine Translation; probabilistic models, 
parametric distributions; by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs, see Vogel & 
al.): one state for each word; alignments are paths in the HMM

Difference: target term (words) must be contiguous and may be non-
monotonic (different word order)
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Term alignment

Sentence alignment from parallel corpora is viable with very good 

precision, see Gale & al., Simard & Plamondon, Aswani & Gaizauskas,
Kumar Singh & Husain

Source terms by POS tagging and patterns by finite state transducers; 
alternatives possible

Word translation probabilities p(t|s)

Training a translation model IBM-1, 2, 3, 4
We use the Trinity software: result is emission probabilities in the HMM

Further preprocessing: lowercasing, lemmatization, stemming, compound 
word decomposition (finite state tools)
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Word alignment

• Source terms known

• A HMM for each sentence pair; we use 1 state ↔ 1 term

• Transform the HMM to a Weighted Finite State Transducer 
WHMM: the best path in WHMM equals the most likely path in 
the HMM

• Compose WHMM with further constraining WFSTs

• Find the best path in the composed WFST
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Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

Regular Markov model: stochastic process, states

Markov property: present state determines future (not the past)

Hidden Markov model: some parameters are not observable

Temporal pattern recognition (speech, biology)
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HMM transition probabilities: example

Transition probabilities 
modeled by two-component 
discrete Gaussian mixture: 
preferring monotonic alignment

p(i+k|i)

0: multi-word terms

1: states outside terms

HMM for three English terms 
and J foreign (f) words: a 
single state for each term
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Entering the finite-state world

A HMM, for a sentence pair, is transformed to a WFST:

• A tropical semiring (R+∪{+∞}, min, sum,+∞, 0)

• For each HMM state a WFST state

• Between two WFST states ei and ei’ (incl. i=i’) add J 
transitions labeled by the foreign word on the input tape and 
i’ on the output tape with weight -log p(i’|i)-log p(fk|ei’)

• Add an initial state with transitions to each state ei labeled fj
(input) and i (output) with weight -log p(fj|ei)

• Every non-initial state is final
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HMM to FST example

e1 e2

start

f1:1/− log p(f1|e1) − log p(1|1)

fJ:1/− log p(fJ|e1) − log p(1|1)

fJ:2/− log p(fJ|e2) − log p(2|1)

f2:2/− log p(f2|e2) − log p(2|1)

f1:2/− log p(f1|e2) − log p(2|1)

fJ:1/− log p(fJ|e1) − log p(1|2)

f1:2/− log p(f1|e2) − log p(2|2)

f1:1/− log p(f1|e1) − log p(1|2)

f2:1/− log p(f2|e1) − log p(1|2)

fJ:2/− log p(fJ|e2) − log p(2|2)

fJ:2/− log p(fJ|e2) − log p(2|0)fJ:1/− log p(fJ|e1) − log p(1|0)
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Contiguity
Inspired by Kumar & Byrne.

Difference: in our case, foreign and English sentence lengths 
may differ; different constraint

Two contiguity enforcing methods

Global, by construction of global contiguity transducer PE and 
W’=WHMM◊PE
Direct construction of W’ from PE: σ replaced with |ΣF| transitions with a foreign 
word and weight

Lazy, sparing composition(s) if possible. First best path then forced 
contiguous alignment (only if violation), one by one: fast, good complexity 
(at most a constant factor in time, nothing in space); algorithm; use of 
WFST symbol classes (Nicart & al.)
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Example of contiguity enforcing automaton

Terms: e2, e4 multi-
word terms, e1, e3

non-terms

E.g. alignment 
1122143 OK

123224 is not:

why/check

{},1

{},2

{2,4},1

{2},4

{4},1

{2},3

{2},1

{4},2

{4},3

start

{},4

{},3 {2,4},3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2
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Lazy contiguity enforcing

Contiguity enforcing automaton for lazy style: whenever state 
σ (representing a term) in the HMM-derived WFST is left it is 
never entered again. Note the symbol classes.

0

Σ \ σ

Σ \ σ

Σ \ σσ

σ
1 2
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Local reordering

Problem: exponential permutation automaton size wrt. the number of 
source terms 

Our solution (inspired by Kumar & Byrne): local reordering only, with jump 
length mj and window size mw, 

Example: mj=2, mw=3 then (3,2,1,4) OK but (3,4,1,2) is not. Why/check

R: local reordering automata created by an algorithm

Further processing using multi-tape automata (Kempe & al.)

Reordering automata created by algorithms for arbitrary reordering 
parameters
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Example of local reordering automaton

Generated with 

mj=2, mw=3

(could be any)
2

5

3

4

1

1

−1 1

−2

0

−1

2

−1
0
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HMM to Multi-Tape WFST (all terms aligned)

Local reordering needs an extra tape beyond the foreign 
word on the first tape and term identifier on the second tape:

H: WHMM with further term identifiers on a new tape; the order 
number of terms in the sentence is written onto the third tape
whenever a term-state is entered from a different state.

I: identical permutation automaton encoding 1 2 …|Σt|

D: 3-tape difference automaton, the third has the difference 
of the first two numerical values (all possible different term 
pairs)
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Excerpt of 3-tape WFST (from HMM)

Note 3 
tapes;

q2, q4

terms;

only one f 
shown

start

q2

1

q1

q4
q3

f:2:1/log p(f|e2)+log p(2|1)
f:2:_/log p(f|e2)+log p(2|2)

f:1:_/log p(f|e1)+log p(1|2)

f:4:2/log p(f|e4)+log p(4|2)

f:3:_/log p(f|e3)+log p(3|3)

f:1:_/log p(f|e1)+log p(1|0)
f:2:1/log p(f|e2)+log p(2|0)
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Result with local reordering, all terms aligned

Join operation on multi-tape automata; here all terms are 
aligned

G=(H join{3=1} D)  join{4=1} I)  join{5=1} R

G has 5 tapes, H1 : H2 : H3=D1 : D2=I1 : D3=R1, the result is 
the best path of G, on tape G2
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Contiguity with local reordering allowing empty alignments

If some terms may remain unaligned:

The WHMM automaton should allow no emission (using ε
transitions), without changing the transition probabilities

WHMM is split to two parts, with extra tapes; same I, D, R

E: for emission probabilities, an extra tape for visited states with 
real foreign words (only)

T: for transition probabilities, based on the state sequence of E

G’=((E join{2=1} T)  join{3=1} D)  join{4=1} I) join{5=1} R

G’ has 5 tapes , E1 : E2=T1 : E3=D1 : D2=I1 : D3=R1, the result is 
the best path of G’, on tape G’2
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Preliminary experiments

English-German Xerox technical manuals annotated by a native German speaker 
(576 sentence pairs, 897 term boundaries, alignments)

1. manual and 2. automatic English term (noun phrase) extraction by part-of-speech 
patterns

In both cases alignment of German words to English terms and non-term words by 
various methods 

SELECT: lazy enforcing of contiguity constraints to terms (only)

REORD: local reordering  mj=2, mw=3

SYMM: 1. German POS 2. aligned to English; standard method

Furthermore Norwegian-English experiment (4211 pairs extracted from 38487 
sentence pairs)

Precision, Recall, F-score
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Experiments (cont.)

method manual annotation

Exact matches P R F

SELECT 291 (32.44%) 86.39% 64.51% 73.87%

REORD 258 (28.76%) 83.65% 67.83% 74.91%

SYMM 282 (31.44%) 97.41% 98.12% 97.76%

method automated annotation

Exact matches P R F

SELECT 275 (30.66%) 86.69% 67.07% 75.63%

REORD 235 (26.20%) 83.38% 70.53% 76.42%

SYMM 205 (22.85%) 89.93% 96.04% 92.88%
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Conclusion (Asymm. Term Alignm.)

Asymmetric method for bilingual terminology extraction when no 
resources are available for the target language

Expressive probabilistic model: alignment distortions modeled and 
optimal alignment respecting the contiguity constraint

Probabilistic model exploited by multi-tape WFSTs with symbol classes.

Progress in word alignment and in bilingual terminology extraction

Further work: model improvements, experiments; comprehensive article
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Term alignment END
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